GET READY FOR THE NEW iPHONE WITH THE
ULTIMATE ACCESSORIES FROM PUREGEAR.
[ September 9, 2014 ] Irwindale, CA – It’s coming. On September 9th, Apple will be unveiling iPhone 6, and
the rumors have been swirling for months. We know that the new iPhone will be available in two sizes, so
we’ve been working double time to get a whole new selection of amazing cases and accessories ready. This
means you’ll be able enjoy and protect your brand new iPhone, just as soon as you get your hands on it. What
have we got in store? Read on.
SLIM SHELL
Give your iPhone 6 a dash of personal flavor and sleek protection with our Slim
Shell case. Made from flexible rubber and durable polycarbonate, the Slim Shell
features new metal volume and power buttons, and is easy to snap on and off.
Available in an array of colors and clear cases. MSRP: $24.99
DUALTEK™ EXTREME SHOCK CASE
Want ultimate protection for your new iPhone? Check out the DualTek. This
tough, yet stylish case combines a streamlined design with impressive device
protection. The patented design features an ergonomic grip, durable, layered
construction and shock-resistant corner impact protection, to protect against
bumps, drops or dings – including falls of up to six feet. Available in Matte Black,
Arctic White, Caribbean Blue, Radiant Orchid, and Kayak Yellow. MSRP: $34.99
HIP CASE+
With the Hip Case+, you can get even more enjoyment out of your new iPhone.
This versatile 4-in-1 system includes a case with rubberized grip, 180-degree
rotating clip, 2-slot ID or credit card holder and low-profile kickstand. Not only
can you clip, carry, prop and protect your phone, you can optimally position it for
virtually any activity. Stash your ID, house key and credit card in the slots to
travel light, clip your iPhone to a belt, purse, or backpack, prop it to watch media
or talk hands-free. The possibilities are endless. Available in Black or Gray for
the 4.7” iPhone 6 only. MSRP: $34.99
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EXPRESS FOLIO
Now it’s easier than ever to travel light with the Express Folio. This elegant,
versatile case combines the protection of a case with the convenience of a
wallet. Made of premium canvas or faux leather, the case features three built-in
ID or credit card slots, with a magnetic flap that can also be used as a kickstand,
so you can prop your iPhone to watch media, video conference or talk
hands-free. Choose from Perfectly Black perforated faux-leather, Simply
Caramel faux-leather or Naturally Navy canvas. MSRP: $39.99
PURETEK ROLL-ON SCREEN SHIELD KIT™
No matter which size iPhone you get, you won’t want to compromise on screen
clarity and protection. PureTek is the first of its kind to include a patented
application tray and roller – simply pop the device in and slide to apply. The
screen shield is made from high-definition clarity, self-healing industrial
strength material that rolls on perfectly to keep your screen free of bubbles,
dust, misalignments and hassles. Available in Anti-fingerprint (AF), Impact
Protection (IP), and Glass finishes. MSRP: $24.99-39.99

ABOUT PUREGEAR
At PureGear, we believe that wireless technology should simplify your life, not weigh it down. This is why we design reliable mobile device
accessories that complement today’s demanding, on-the-go lifestyles. Our products are designed with added features and benefits that
make sense – for work or play. We’re also committed to providing you with premium quality at an affordable price. After all, we understand that devices change faster than your kids’ favorite toys, the latest diet fads…possibly even the stock market. With this in mind, it is
our goal at PureGear to simply enrich your everyday mobile life experiences while respecting your wallet and our world.
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